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In Some Electric Co-ops, Members Push for Greater Transparency and Openness

I
t’s been a decade since the very 
public meltdown of Enron, 
WorldCom (now MCI Inc.) and 
other US corporations inspired 
Congress to pass the Sarbanes-
Oxley Act of 2002. This landmark 

legislation was intended to restore public 
confidence in corporate governance 
by requiring large, publicly-traded 
corporations to institute major reforms, 
leading to greater accountability and 
transparency.

While cooperatives have a different 
ownership structure and purpose than 
investor-owned corporations, co-ops 
are still business enterprises, many with 
substantial operations and assets that 
require adequate governance structures 
to enable the co-op to respond effectively 
to the present and prepare for the future. 
According to Roland Hall, partner 
with the Atlanta-based law firm, Autry, 
Horton & Cole, LLP and co-author of 
the book, The Law of Cooperatives, 
“Right now, governance standards are 
escalating, as are expectations of board 
performance, and cooperatives that take 
no action to improve their governance 
standards may face problems.”  

In the Co-op Model, Members 
Have Real Power to Effect 
Change

Hall cautions that if problem areas are 
left untouched and allowed to worsen 

over time, they can potentially inspire 
concerted member action. Hall (whose 
firm works with co-ops in a number 
of sectors, including rural electric, 
broadband and agriculture) notes that 
a few recent high-profile cases in the 
electric cooperative arena demonstrate 
that when sufficiently motivated by 
signs of possible corporate wrongdoing, 
members have been willing to exert 
their ownership rights and take control, 
successfully forcing changes in their 
boards and/or management.

One specific trend that Hall has 
seen in recent years revolves around 
members of some electric distribution 
cooperatives pushing for greater 
transparency and openness—in some 
cases successfully forcing their co-op 
to move to open meetings and records, 
which, in the United States, represents 
a level of transparency usually required 
only of government agencies. 

Once member transparency concerns 
develop into a full-blown, divisive issue, 
the momentum behind a push for open 
meetings and records can be hard to 
stop. This is due to the unique structure 
of cooperatives, and the democratic 
principle of one-member, one-vote. 
When compared against shareholders of 
a for-profit corporation, co-op members 
have a stronger incentive and ability to 
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exercise control. 
Yet, a move to open meetings and records 

may not be the best option for a cooperative, 
as it may undermine the business’s legitimate 
need for confidentiality (i.e., regarding 
matters of proprietary information, 
sensitive discussions with other parties and 
confidential employee matters). For this 
reason, many, if not most, US cooperatives 
maintain closed board meetings and allow 
members access to only a limited set of 
documents.

Sometimes Better Member 
Communications Can Make 
All the Difference

Ironically, although there have been a 
few notable exceptions involving significant 
corporate wrongdoing, many co-op member 
revolts have been inspired more by poor 
member communications than anything 
else. “The good news,” Hall says, “is that 
poor member communication is something 
you can fix.”

Hall recommends that a cooperative’s 
board and senior leadership regularly 
engage in sufficient and meaningful 
communications with members—including 
answering and resolving member complaints 
and questions on a timely basis, and keeping 
members aware of the co-op’s short-and 

long-term objectives and initiatives.
If a cooperative does not have—and does 

not want to have—an open meetings and 
records policy, it should be prepared to 
address member questions and concerns 
about this issue. According to Hall, “We’ve 
found that having a consistent, reasonable 
response to such questions can help educate 
the members and may perhaps also help 
avoid a situation where members obtain 
passage of open access bylaw amendments 
that are not a good fit for the cooperative.”

In cases where the co-op board and 
leadership decide to move forward 
voluntarily with an open records and/or 
open meetings policy, care should be taken 
to involve the board, management and 
counsel in the drafting process, in order 
to ensure that these policies don’t unduly 
hinder the business of the co-op.

While Hall and his partners recommend 
that each co-op decide for itself whether 
to adopt such policies, they acknowledge 
that a move toward greater openness can 
enhance members’ trust in the cooperative’s 
board and leadership. At the same time, 
such a move might help prevent members 
and legislators from arbitrarily imposing 
open access requirements that management 
and the board have not had a hand in 
developing, may not be in the cooperative’s 
best interest, and may be difficult, if not 
impossible, to reverse.                       
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 GOVERNANCE NCBA Helps Launch New 
“CO-OP” Healthcare Insurers

I n recent weeks, NCBA staff have helped 
the Freelancers Union successfully 
apply for, and receive funding from, 

Department of Health and Human Services 
to create a new type of nonprofit health 
insurer, known as a Consumer Operated and 
Oriented Plan, or “CO-OP,” in three states: 
New York, New Jersey and Oregon.

This new type of nonprofit health 

insurer was created through a provision 
of the Affordable Care Act, in order to 
provide individuals and small businesses 
with more affordable, consumer-friendly 
and high-quality health insurance 
options. The CO-OP program makes 
low-interest loans available to eligible 
nonprofit groups, such as the Freelancers 
Union, to help them establish and 
maintain these issuers. Beginning in early 
2014, CO-OPs will begin to offer health 
plans through the new, competitive 
healthcare marketplaces (also referred 
to as Affordable Insurance Exchanges), 
which are to be established in each state.

“We’ve been able to provide assistance 
to the Freelancers Union particularly in 
relation to the governance application 

for these health insurers,” explains Tom 
Decker, NCBA's director of cooperative 
development, “since HHS wants the 
governance structure for these CO-OPs 
to be modeled on the typical cooperative 
governance structure (i.e., with a 
consumer-elected board of directors).”

“To further assist the CO-OPs, 
we’ve also designed and developed 

governance training; developed a process 
to identify and help recruit potential 
board members—and created baseline 
assessments of those prospective board 
members; and we have the capacity to 
design, administer and supervise the 
board member election process.”

“With the help of NCBA,” adds Sara 
Horowitz, executive director of Freelancers 
Union, “the Freelancers Union-sponsored 
CO-OP plans were awarded $340 
million in low-interest and no interest 
federal loans. These consumer operated 
and oriented plans provide a powerful 
model for a new healthcare system that 
is more affordable, more accessible, 
and more responsive to the needs of all 
workers.”        

This new type of nonprofit health insurer was created through a provision of the 
Affordable Care Act, in order to provide individuals and small businesses with more 
affordable, consumer-friendly and high-quality health insurance options.



In this edition of the Cooperative 
Business Journal, we explore an issue 
that plays a fundamental role in 

the success of all co-ops, regardless of 
industry sector: cooperative governance. 
In fact, governance may well be the single 
most important factor that cooperatives 
need to get right—it’s the glue that holds 
our organizations together.

But how do we ensure good 
governance? That is a crucial question, 
and a central concern we share with 
our members. It’s the reason we here 
at the National Cooperative Business 
Association are committed to providing our 
members with tools, training and cross-sector insights to 
help you sustain a highly functioning board of directors, one 
that is capable of guiding your cooperative into a productive, 
equitable and successful future.

As the stories within the pages of this journal 
demonstrate, there’s a lot we can learn from each other when 
it comes to good governance. And there’s a great deal that 
can be accomplished when we work together.

Take, for example, the seven cooperatives that banded 
together to celebrate a major anniversary (“In Greenbelt, 
Co-ops & City Celebrate a Big Birthday Together”)—and 
in the process, found themselves so inspired by the 2012 
International Year of Cooperatives that they began to think 
of new co-ops they could create to meet additional needs 
within their community.

In “A Few Words of Advice for Co-op Startups,” NCBA’s 
Lisa Stolarski shares pointers for effective steering committee 
governance (based on her years of experience working 
with new food co-ops), while Roland Hall with Autry, 
Horton & Cole, LLP outlines just how crucial good member 
communications can be to ensuring effective governance 
(“In Some Electric Co-ops, Members Push for Greater 
Transparency and Openness”).

Monica Schmidt with the National Rural Electric 
Cooperatives Association emphasizes the importance 
of board training in the article, “Maintaining a Healthy 
CEO-Board Relationship Takes Effort, But Delivers Real 
Dividends.” Schmidt reminds us that, “You don’t have to 
be CEO of a big corporation to be an effective co-op board 
member. You need to be able to analyze data, actively debate 
issues and demonstrate basic financial literacy—or you need 

to develop those skills through training.”
In this issue, we also highlight a key NCBA initiative 

related to governance: we’re excited to share with you the 
pivotal role that cooperative governance has played in the 
design and formation of new nonprofit health insurers, 
known as CO-OPs, under the Patient Protection and 
Affordable Care Act (“NCBA Helps Launch New ‘CO-OP’ 
Healthcare Insurers”). NCBA recently provided governance 
consulting for three of these new insurers, which are being 
launched by Freelancers Union in New York, New Jersey and 
Oregon. In particular, NCBA staff helped put in place the 
required governance structure for these insurers (modeled 
on cooperative governance, i.e., with a consumer-elected 
board of directors).

Given the Supreme Court’s recent landmark decision 
upholding key provisions of the Affordable Care Act, it 
now looks likely that a national program of healthcare will 
become a reality in the US. And the new CO-OPs will play 
a critical role in that system. As Sara Horowitz, executive 
director of Freelancers Union, observes, “These consumer 
operated and oriented plans provide a powerful model 
for a new healthcare system that is more affordable, more 
extensible, and more responsive to the needs of all workers.”
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THE COOPERATIVE PRINCIPLES
■  Voluntary and Open Membership
■  Democratic Member Control
■  Member Economic Participation
■  Autonomy and Independence
■  Education, Training and Information
■  Cooperation among Cooperatives
■  Concern for Community

GOOD GOVERNANCE: THE GLUE 
THAT HOLDS IT ALL TOGETHER

Liz Bailey
Interim President & CEO
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OurView

“THERE’S A LOT WE CAN LEARN 
FROM EACH OTHER WHEN IT 
COMES TO GOOD GOVERNANCE.”

Ann Lewis with Rappahannock Electric Cooperative, NCBA’s Interim President and CEO Liz Bailey and Cabot Creamery 
Cooperative board member Walter Fletcher at the Celebrate Portland Festival on July 7, 2012.  The Festival marked 
the finale of the 2012 Community Tour, sponsored by Cabot and others to celebrate community, volunteers and the 
International Year of Cooperatives.  Read more about the tour in “Co-ops in the Community” on page 3.
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